DECADENT NIGHT SHANGHAI - WHAMPOA CLUB
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Since opening in 2004,
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Whampoa Club has
delighted and surprised
even the most discerning
Chinese palates giving food
lovers a reason to indulge.
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While its art deco-inspired
furnishings recalls the
glorious 1920’s Shanghai
era, the cooking invigorates classic Chinese recipes
with a contemporary flair. Whampoa Club uses classic
Shanghainese and Cantonese tastes and flavors, prepares
the dishes with disciplined finesse to accentuate those
flavors and present them in an elegant and creative style.
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In addition to the superb cuisine, guests can also choose
from a range of 50 specially selected exclusive listed
teas from the farthest reaches of China, elegantly served
in traditional tea ceremony presentations. To add to the
experience, professional tea sommeliers will be on hand to
help diners choose from the vast selection.
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The exquisite tableware in the restaurant is custom-made
exclusively for Whampoa, and includes green colored jade
plates, as well as other various custom-made porcelain
and glass. Whampoa Club captures both the illustrious
past and contemporary spirit of today’s Shanghai. The
design of the 1,800 sqm restaurant by Alan Chan is
envisioned as a “modern take on art deco”.
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